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Abstract. This contribution describes a methodology used to efficiently
implement elliptic curves (EC) over GF (p) on the 16-bit TI MSP430x33x
family of low-cost microcontrollers. We show that it is possible to im-
plement EC cryptosystems in highly constrained embedded systems and
still obtain acceptable performance at low cost. We modified the EC
point addition and doubling formulae to reduce the number of interme-
diate variables while at the same time allowing for flexibility. We used
a Generalized-Mersenne prime to implement the arithmetic in the un-
derlying field. We take advantage of the special form of the moduli to
minimize the number of precomputations needed to implement inversion
via Fermat’s Little theorem and the k-ary method of exponentiation. We
apply these ideas to an implementation of an elliptic curve system over
GF (p), where p = 2128 − 297 − 1. We show that a scalar point multipli-
cation can be achieved in 3.4 seconds without any stored/precomputed
values and the processor clocked at 1 MHz.

1 Introduction

It is widely recognized that data security will play a central role in the design of
future IT systems. Until a few years ago, the PC had been the major driver of the
digital economy. PCs have processors with large RAM memories and fast CPUs
that make most cryptographic algorithms practical from a user’s satisfaction
point of view. Recently, however, there has been a shift towards IT applications
realized as embedded systems. In fact, 98% of all microprocessors sold today
are embedded in household appliances, vehicles, and machines on factory floors
[12,6]. Not only are embedded devices already ubiquitous in our lives, but it is
predicted that in the very near future, we will be able to add to these devices
two simple technologies: reliable wireless communication and sensing and actu-
ation functions [6]. On the other hand, these new applications represent many
challenges among which security and privacy will play an important role [6].
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Embedded devices are very different from PCs from the computational re-
sources and memory availability point of view. Generally, embedded computers
possess CPUs with very slow clock rates and a relatively small pool of memory. In
addition, embedded systems are usually designed to consume small amounts of
energy. Despite these constraints, we want to be able to run the same (or similar)
types of applications that we run today in a fast computer. These applications
often need to talk to each other and transmit information over wireless channels
which are insecure by nature. Thus, cryptographic algorithms, which are com-
putationally intensive by design, are imperative for embedded applications. In
particular, it is important to show that it is feasible to implement cryptographic
algorithms in constrained environments and, at the same time, be able to obtain
acceptable levels of performance.

Our contribution deals with the implementation of Elliptic Curve (EC) cryp-
tosystems [25,20] on the TI MSP430x33x family of devices. These 16-bit micro-
controllers are one example of embedded device used for extremely low-power
and low-cost applications, running at a maximum frequency of 3.8 MHz. Elliptic
curves, on the other hand, are a particularly attractive option because of their
relatively short operand length as compared to RSA and systems based on the
discrete logarithm (DL) in finite fields.

The remaining of this contribution is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
a survey of previous implementations of public-key algorithms on embedded
processors. Section 3 describes the choice of parameters used in our EC imple-
mentation and a modification to the point addition and doubling algorithms
which allow for a reduction in the memory requirements. The architecture of
the TI MSP430x33x family of devices is covered in Section 4. In Section 5, we
modify the k-ary algorithm to take advantage of the special form of the moduli
and compute the inverse of an element in GF (p) via Fermat’s Little theorem. We
also describe ways to tailor multiplication, squaring, and modular reduction al-
gorithms to the architecture of the processor, thus, making the algorithms more
efficient. Finally, Sections 6 and 7 summarize our implementation results and
provide recommendations for possible enhancements.

2 Previous Work

Most of the cryptographic research conducted to date has been independent of
hardware platforms, and little research has focused on algorithm optimization
for specific processors. In the following, we will review previous implementations
of public-key algorithms on embedded processors.

In [5], the Barret modular reduction method is introduced. The author imple-
mented RSA on the TI TMS32010 DSP. A 512-bit RSA exponentiation took on
the average 2.6 seconds running at the DSP’s maximum speed of 20 MHz. Ref-
erence [11] describes the implementation of a cryptographic library designed for
the Motorola DSP56000 which was clocked at 20 MHz. The authors focused on
the integration of modular reduction and multi-precision multiplication accord-
ing to Montgomery’s method [26,7]. This RSA implementation achieved a data
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rate of 11.6 Kbits/s for a 512-bit exponentiation using the Chinese Remainder
Theorem (CRT) and 4.6 Kbits/s without using it.

The authors in [16] described an ECDSA implementation over GF (p) on the
M16C, a 16-bit 10 MHz microcomputer. Reference [16] proposes the use of a field
of prime characteristic p = e2c ± 1, where e is an integer within the machine
word size and c is a multiple of the machine word size. This choice of field allows
to implement multiplication in GF (p) in a small amount of memory. Notice that
[16] uses a randomly generated curve with the a coefficient of the elliptic curve
equal to p − 3. This reduces the number of operations needed for an EC point
doubling. They also modify the point addition algorithm in [29] to reduce the
number of temporary variables from 4 to 2. This contribution uses a 31-entry
table of precomputed points to generate an ECDSA signature in 150 msec. On
the other hand, scalar multiplication of a random point takes 480 msec and
ECDSA verification 630 msec. The whole implementation occupied 4 Kbyte of
code/data space.

In [17], two new methods for implementing public-key cryptography algo-
rithms on the 200 MHz TI TMS320C6201 DSP are proposed. The first method
is a modified implementation of the Montgomery variant known as the Finely
Integrated Operand Scanning (FIOS) algorithm [7] suitable for pipelining. The
second approach suggests a method for reducing the number of multiplications
and additions used to compute 2mP , for P a point on the elliptic curve and
m some integer. The final code implemented RSA and DSA combined with
the k-ary method for exponentiation, and ECDSA combined with the improved
method for multiple point doublings, sliding window exponentiation, and signed
binary exponent recoding. The total instruction code was 41.1 Kbytes. They
achieved 11.7 msec for a 1024-bit RSA signature using the CRT (1.2 msec for
verification assuming a 17-bit exponent) and 1.67 msec for a 192-bit ECDSA
signature over GF (p) (6.28 msec for verification and 4.64 msec for general point
multiplication).

Recently, two papers have introduced fast implementations on 8-bit proces-
sors over Optimal Extension Fields (OEFs), originally introduced in [3]. Ref-
erence [9] reports on an ECC implementation over the field GF (pm) with p =
216 − 165, m = 10, and f(x) = x10 − 2 is the irreducible polynomial. The au-
thors use the column major multiplication method for field multiplication and
squaring, for the specific case in which f(x) is a binomial. They achieve better
performance than when using Karatsuba multiplication because in this processor
additions and multiplications take the same number of cycles. Modular reduc-
tion is done through repeated use of the division step instruction. For inversion,
they use the variant of the Itoh and Tsujii Algorithm [18] proposed in [4]. For
EC arithmetic they combine the mixed coordinate system methods of [10] and
[22]. These combined methods allow them to achieve 122 msec for a 160-bit point
multiplication on the CalmRISC with MAC2424 math coprocessor running at
20 MHz. The second paper [34] describes a smart card implementation over the
field GF ((28 − 17)17) without the use of a coprocessor.
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Reference [34] focuses on the implementation of ECC on the 8051 family
of microcontrollers, popular in smart cards. The authors compare three types
of fields: binary fields GF (2k), composite fields GF ((2n)m), and OEFs. Based
on multiplication timings, the authors conclude that OEFs are particularly well
suited for this architecture. A key idea of this contribution is to allow each of
the 16 most significant coefficients resulting from a polynomial multiplication
to accumulate over three 8-bit words instead of reducing modulo p = 28 − 17
after each 8-bit by 8-bit multiplication. Fast field multiplication allows the im-
plementation to have relatively fast inversion operations following the method
proposed in [4]. This, in turn, allows for the use of affine coordinates for point
representation. Finally, the authors combine the methods above with a table of
9 precomputed points to achieve 1.95 sec for a 134-bit fixed point multiplica-
tion and 8.37 sec for a general point multiplication using the binary method of
exponentiation.

3 Elliptic Curves over GF (p)

In this paper, we will only be concerned with non-supersingular elliptic curves
over GF (p), p > 3. Thus, an elliptic curve E will be defined to be the set of
points P = (x, y) with x, y ∈ GF (p) and satisfying the cubic equation y2 =
x3 + ax2 + b, where a, b ∈ GF (p) with 4a2 + 27b2 �= 0 (mod p), together with
the point at infinity O. The points (x, y) form an abelian group under “addition”
where the group operation is defined as in [23]. It is a well known fact that in
affine representation, one needs to compute the inverse of an element in GF (p)
to perform an addition or a doubling of a point P ∈ E. Inversion can be a
very time consuming operation (when compared to multiplication, addition, and
subtraction in the finite field) and thus, to avoid inversion in the group operation,
one can represent points in projective coordinates. Given a point P = (x, y)
in affine coordinates, one obtains the projective coordinate representation of
P = (X,Y, Z) by:

X = x; Y = y; Z = 1 (1)

On the other hand, the projective coordinates of a point are not unique and
they require more bandwidth. Thus, for transmission/exchange of data, affine
coordinate representation is the method of choice. Given a point P = (X,Y, Z)
in projective coordinates, the corresponding affine coordinate representation of
P = (x, y) is given by:

x =
X

Z2
y =

Y

Z3
(2)

where we have chosen the Jacobian representation [8,10].

3.1 Addition and Doubling Formulae in Jacobian Representation

Using the representation in (1) and (2) is equivalent to using a curve equation
of the form:

E : Y 2 = X3 + aXZ4 + bZ6 (3)
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Then, one can define addition and doubling of points as follows. Let P0 =
(X0, Y0, Z0), P1 = (X1, Y1, Z1), P2 = (X2, Y2, Z2) ∈ E, then if P0 = P1:

P2 = 2P1 =




X2 = M2 − 2S
Y2 = M(S −X2)− T
Z2 = 2Y1Z1

(4)

where M = 3X2
1 + aZ21 , S = 4X1Y 21 , and T = 8Y 41 . On the other hand, if

P0 �= P1:

P2 = P0 + P1 =




X2 = R2 − TW
2Y2 = V R−MW 3

Z2 = Z0Z1W
(5)

where W = X0Z
2
1 − X1Z

2
0 , R = Y0Z

3
1 − Y1Z

3
0 , T = X0Z

2
1 + X1Z

2
0 , M =

Y0Z
3
1 + Y1Z

3
0 , and V = TW 2 − 2X2.

Based on (4) and (5) one can implement doubling of EC points using 5
temporary variables and addition of EC points using 7 temporary variables [29].
The number of temporary variables used in the addition and doubling operation
can further be reduced to 2 temporary variables and 3 output variables if one
follows the ideas proposed in [16].

3.2 Elliptic Curve Arithmetic Implementation

Our point addition and doubling routines follow closely the formulae in [29]
combined with modifications similar to the ones proposed in [16]. In particular,
we follow a similar idea to minimize the number of temporary variables used in
performing a point addition or a point doubling. Our implementation requires
5 temporary variables but it also allows for greater flexibility. We perform the
following computation P2 ← P0 + P1 as opposed to P0 ← P0 + P1 as described
in [16]. Another difference is that whenever we have to multiply by 2,3, or 8 in
the algorithms, we substitute the multiplication by one, two or three additions
respectively. As it will be seen in Section 6 one modular multiplication time is
about 10 modular addition times, thus it makes sense to exchange multiplica-
tions for additions whenever possible. Similarly, we have used a special squaring
routine whenever possible since squaring is 24% more efficient than regular mul-
tiplication. Finally, notice that because point addition and doubling will never
occur simultaneously, it is possible to use the temporary memory space available
for the point addition routine in the point doubling routine, effectively reducing
the memory required by a factor of 2.

For scalar point multiplication, which is the most important operation in
ECDSA [2,27] signature generation or verification operation we implemented
the binary method for exponentiation [19] which is simple to implement and
minimizes memory requirements. It is important to point out that signature
generation times can be further improved by using point precomputation since
the base point in ECDSA is a system parameter. However, this method has the
drawback of increasing the memory required for the implementation.
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3.3 Elliptic Curve Parameters

In this contribution, we consider two 128-bit elliptic curves, both specified in [31].
Notice that the set of parameters recommended in [31] is also identical to the
set of parameters recommended in [1]. Both curves presented in this section are
defined over GF (p) and their parameters are verifiable generated at random. The
parameters are a sextuple T = (p, a, b, n, h,G), where a, b are the elliptic curve
coefficients as defined in (3), G is a base point of prime order n and represented
in affine coordinates, and h is the cofactor #E(GF (p))/n, where #E(GF (p))
denotes the number of points in the curve E. We also include the seed S used
to choose E according to [2].

Parameters secp128r1.

p = (FFFFFFFD FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF)16 = 2128 − 297 − 1

a = (FFFFFFFD FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFC)16 = p− 3

b = (E87579C1 1079F43D D824993C 2CEE5ED3)16
n = (FFFFFFFE 00000000 75A30D1B 9038A115)16
h = (01)16
G = ((161FF752 8B899B2D 0C28607C A52C5B86)16,

(CF5AC839 5BAFEB13 C02DA292 DDED7A83)16) = (x, y)

S = (000E0D4D 696E6768 75615175 0CC03A44 73D03679)16

Parameters secp128r2.

p = (FFFFFFFD FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF)16 = 2128 − 297 − 1

a = (D6031998 D1B3BBFE BF590C9B BFF9AEE1)16
b = (5EEEFCA3 80D02919 DC2C6558 BB6D8A5D)16
n = (3FFFFFFF 7FFFFFFF BE002472 0613B5A3)16
h = (04)16
G = ((7B6AA5D8 5E572983 E6FB32A7 CDEBC140)16,

(27B6916A 894D3AEE 7106FE80 5FC34B44)16) = (x, y)

S = (004D696E 67687561 517512D8 F03431FC E63B88F4)16

4 The TI MSP430x33x Family of Microcontrollers

The TI MSP430x33x is a 16-bit RISC based family of microcontrollers with
a 16-by-16, 16-by-8, 8-by-16, and 8-by-8 bit hardware multiplier. This family
of devices is commonly used in low-cost and low-power applications involving
electronic gas, water, and electric meters and other sensor systems that capture
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analog signals, convert them to digital values, and then process, display, or trans-
mit the data to a host system. It is important to point out that they have been
specially designed for ultra-low power applications. Family members include the
MSP430C336 with 24 Kbytes of ROM and the MSP430C337, MSP430P337A,
MSP430P337A and PMS430E337A with 32 Kbytes of ROM (or EPROM/OTP).
All of the MPS430x33x family members include 1 Kbyte of on-chip RAM and
can be clocked to a maximum frequency of 3.8 MHz. The total addressable space
is 64 Kbytes [32].

Instruction fetches from program memory (ROM) are always 16-bit access,
whereas data memory can be accessed using 16-bit (word) or 8-bit (byte) in-
structions. In addition to program code, data can also be placed in the ROM
area of the memory map and it can be accessed using word or byte instructions.
This is useful for storing data tables, for example. At the top of the 64 kilobytes
of addressable space 16 words of memory are reserved for the interrupt and reset
vectors. The remaining address space (after ROM, RAM, and interrupts) is used
for peripherals.

The architecture of the MSP430 family is based on a memory-to-memory
architecture, a common address space for all functional blocks and a reduced in-
struction set. The MSP430 RISC CPU includes sixteen 16-bit registers R0−R15.
Registers R0−R3 are special function registers or SFRs and have the dedicated
functions of Program Counter, Status Register, Constant Generator, and Stack
Pointer. The remaining registers (R4 − R15) are general purpose registers and
have no restrictions in their usage. All registers except for the Constant Gener-
ator can be accessed using the complete instruction set. This includes 27 core
instructions and 24 additional emulated instructions (instructions that make
programming simpler and that are substituted for core instructions by the as-
sembler). All instructions are single or double operand instructions. The MSP430
devices support 7 different addressing modes. They include: register mode, in-
dexed mode, symbolic mode, absolute mode, indirect register mode, indirect
auto-increment, and immediate mode. Depending on the addressing mode the
instructions take between 1 cycle and 6 cycles to execute. As a final remark,
notice that the result of a multiply instruction is available one clock cycle after
loading the two operands into the hardware multiplier [33].

5 Finite Field Arithmetic

In this section we summarize the rational behind some of our design choices.
We emphasize the description of a new inversion algorithm specially suited for
primes of special form. We also describe how our implementation was tailored to
take the most advantage of the architecture of the MSP430 family of processors.

5.1 Modular Reduction

Reduction Modulo p = 2128 − 297 − 1. One of the critical operations
when implementing finite field arithmetic is modular reduction. We chose the
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field GF (p) where p = 2128 − 297 − 1, for the underlying arithmetic of our
EC implementation. The first thing to notice is that p is a generalized Mersenne
prime and that this type of fields allow for efficient reduction as described in [28].
Following [28], we first notice that any number A ∈ GF (p) such that A < p2 can
be written as:

A =
i=15∑
i=0

ai216i 0 ≤ ai ≤ 216 − 1 (6)

where we have chosen 216 − 1 to be the maximum digit value because of the
MSP430 16-bit based architecture. Then, it is easy to see that only the 8 most
significant digits ai need to be modulo reduced. Using the fact that p = 2128 −
297 − 1, one obtains the following identities:

a82128 ≡ 2a8296 + a8 (mod p) (7)
a92144 ≡ 2a92112 + a9216 (mod p) (8)
a102160 ≡ 4a10296 + a10232 + 2a10 (mod p) (9)
a112176 ≡ 4a112112 + a11248 + 2a11216 (mod p) (10)
a122192 ≡ 8a12296 + a12264 + 2a12232 + 4a12 (mod p) (11)
a132208 ≡ 8a132112 + a13280 + 2a13248 + 4a13216 (mod p) (12)
a142224 ≡ (16 + 1)a14296 + 2a14264 + 4a14232 + 8a14 (mod p) (13)
a152240 ≡ (16 + 1)a152112 + 2a15280 + 4a15248 + 8a15216 (mod p) (14)

Adding up the first 8 words from A, relations (7) through (14), and reducing
modulo p, one readily obtains A mod p. Notice that one only needs single preci-
sion additions to perform this operation. In general, whenever a product of the
form 2iaj happens in relations (7) through (14), it is more efficient to compute
the product and then add it to the partial result than adding aj (2i − 1)-times.
Notice that the final result after adding relations (7) through (14) and the first
8 words of A, only needs nine 16-bit words to be represented and that one will
need at most 2 subtractions to reduce this result modulo p. Thus, we kept all
the partial sums in 9 of the 12 general purpose registers to minimize the fetches
to memory during the modular reduction operation.

Modular Reduction for Arbitrary p. In both ECDSA signature and ECDSA
verification operations, one needs to perform modular reductions modulo the or-
der of the base point G. In general, ord(G) = n is not of special form and, thus,
one needs to implement modular reduction for arbitrary moduli. We used Mont-
gomery modular reduction [26]. In particular, we implemented the Separated
Operand Scanning (SOS) method as proposed in [7]. Algorithm 1 summarizes
the SOS method for Montgomery reduction.

Algorithm 1 SOS Method of Montgomery Reduction

INPUT: t = a · b = (a · r mod n) · (b · r mod n) = (t2s−1, . . . , t0)
n = (ns−1, . . . , n0)
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r = 2sw and w is typically the word size of the processor
n′0 where n′ = (n′s−1, . . . , n

′
0), satisfies (r)(r−1) + (−n)(n′) = 1

OUTPUT: c = (cs−1, . . . , c0) = a · b · r mod n

01 for i = 0 to s− 1
02 c = 0
03 m = ti · n′0 mod 2w

04 for j = 0 to s− 1
05 (c, ti+j) = ti+j + m · nj + c
06 endfor
07 while (c �= 0)
08 (c, ti+s) = ti+s + c
09 i = i + 1
10 endwhile
11 endfor
12
13 for j = 0 to s
14 uj = tj+s

15 endfor
16
17 if u ≥ n
18 return c = u− n
19 else
20 return c = u
21 endif

First, we notice that in our particular implementation s = 128/16 = 8, thus
it is possible to load all of n into 8 of the 12 general purpose registers. This
simple observation saves 2 cycles per iteration when loading nj in line 05 of
Algorithm 1 into the multiplier. Since the j-loop executes s-times and this in
turn is executed s-times by the i-loop, it gives a total of 8 · 8 · 2 = 128 cycles
in savings. In addition, since m stays constant within the j-loop, we can load m
into the multiplier before starting the execution of the j-loop and only load nj

each time we execute line 05 in Algorithm 1. This observation saves 4 ·8 ·7 = 224
cycles.

5.2 Multiplication and Squaring

Multiplication and squaring operations for long number arithmetic are described
in [24]. For completeness Algorithm 2 summarizes the school-book method for
multiplication. We notice Algorithm 2 has a similar structure to that of Algo-
rithm 1. In particular, in line 04, for a fixed word ai we compute s inner products.
Thus, the same optimizations that were applied to Algorithm 1 are applicable
to Algorithm 2. Finally, we notice that a squaring operation is 24% cheaper to
compute than a regular multiplication because, in the squaring case, we do not
need to fetch from memory the words from the second operand.

Algorithm 2 School-book Method for Multiplication
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INPUT: A = (as−1, . . . , a0)
B = (bs−1, . . . , b0)

OUTPUT: C = (c2s−1, . . . , c0) = a · b

01 for i = 0 to s− 1
02 c = 0
03 for j = 0 to s− 1
04 (c, ti+j) = ti+j + ai · bj + c
05 endfor
06 ti+s = c
07 endfor

5.3 Modular Addition and Subtraction

We followed the methods described in [24] to implement modular addition and
modular subtraction. Given two elements A,B ∈ GF (p), C = A+B mod p can
be obtained by first adding A and B and reducing modulo p. This last step can
be accomplished by simply subtracting p from the partial result A + B, rather
than using the method described in Section 5.1. The same comments apply to
modular subtraction.

5.4 A New Inversion Algorithm for Moduli of Special Form

Several methods to compute the inverse of an element in GF (p) exist. They
include methods based on the extended Euclidean algorithm [19] such as the bi-
nary Euclidean algorithm and the Almost Inverse algorithm [30], methods based
on Itoh and Tsujii’s inversion algorithm and its variants [18,14,4], and methods
based on Fermat’s Little theorem. Despite the fact that on the average Fermat
based inversion is slower than methods based on the Euclidean algorithm, it has
several advantages. First, Fermat based inversion is easier to implement and it
allows for implementations that occupy less code space than those implementa-
tions based on Euclid’s algorithm. Second, in an ECC implementation that uses
projective coordinates, inversion is not time critical.

The new inversion algorithm is based on Fermat’s Little theorem, i.e., on
the observation that for any non-zero element A ∈ GF (p), A−1 ≡ Ap−2 mod
p. In particular, the algorithm that we are proposing in this section is only
applicable to the computation of inverses when p is a Mersenne or Generalized-
Mersenne prime. Despite this apparent constraint on the applicability of the
algorithm, it is our opinion that the algorithm is highly relevant given the recent
parameter recommendations by NIST [28] and SECG [31], both of which include
Generalized-Mersenne primes. The basic idea of the new algorithm is to minimize
the number of precomputations in the k-ary method for exponentiation [24,13]
used to compute the inverse via Fermat’s Little theorem. This is possible because
of the special form of Mersenne and Generalized-Mersenne primes and, as a
consequence, of p−2. Algorithm 3 describes the k-ary method for exponentiation.
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Algorithm 3 k-ary Method for Exponentiation

INPUT: A ∈ GF (p)
e = (eses−1 . . . e1e0)b, where b = 2k for some k ≥ 1

OUTPUT: C = Ae

01 Precomputation
02 A0 = 1
03 for i = 1 to (2k − 1)
04 Ai = Ai−1 ·A (Thus, Ai = Ai)
05 endfor
06 A = 1
07 for i = s down to 0
08 A = A2k

09 A = A ·Aei

10 endfor
11 C = A

Notice that given a window size k, the precomputation stage of Algorithm 3
computes all the possible values Ai for i = 1, . . . , 2k − 1 (observe that the Im-
proved k-ary algorithm can reduce the number of precomputed values in half
[24]). These values are then used in line 09 of the k-ary algorithm. In addition,
the number of precomputed values (i.e., k) is determined by two factors: the
amount of RAM memory (or the size of the cache) available in the processor
and the number of operations (multiplications) used to compute the table val-
ues . In particular, the table of precomputed values should fit in RAM memory
(or in the cache), if we want to ensure that memory accesses to the table are
fast. Reference [13] also gives the following complexity formula for the number
of multiplications (assuming squarings and multiplications take the same time)
performed in the k-ary method, in the worst case:

#Multiplications = 2k − 2 +
(
1 +

1
k

)

log2 e� (15)

Equation (15) gives an easy way to find the optimum value of k for a given
exponent size. In particular, k = 4 minimizes (15) for a 128-bit exponent. We also
notice that in general not all the precomputed values will be used. In particular,
only the values Aei which correspond to the ei digits happening in the exponent
will be used. For the case k = 4 these values correspond to the hexadecimal
digits present in the exponent when e is in radix-16 representation. The above
discussion leads us to believe that it would be of great help if we find a way to
reduce the number of precomputations performed in the k-ary method.

Next, we turn our attention to the exponent. Notice, that to compute the
inverse of any element in GF (p) we need to raise to the p − 2 power, where p
is a Mersenne prime or Generalized-Mersenne prime. Thus, our exponent has a
very special form. We first consider the case in which p = 2r − 1.

Theorem 1. Let p = 2r − 1 be a prime. Then, one can compute the inverse of
an element A ∈ GF (p) using Algorithm 3, with only two precomputed values.
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Proof. If p = 2r−1, then p−2 = 0xFF . . . FFD in hexadecimal representation.
But, the hexadecimal representation of p−2 (the exponent) corresponds exactly
to the values that will be used in line 09 of Algorithm 3, which for the case k = 4
are A13 and A15. Thus, we only need to precompute and store 2 values. �
For the Generalized-Mersenne prime used here the case is very similar.

Theorem 2. Let p = 2r − 2t − 1 be a prime, with r = 4 · d for some d. Then,
one can compute the inverse of an element A ∈ GF (p) using Algorithm 3, with
at most 3 precomputed values.

Proof. If p = 2r−2t−1 with r = 4·d then we can rewrite it as p = 2r−2u ·24·v−1
where u = 0, 1, 2, 3, t = u + 4 · v, and v is any positive integer less than d − 1.
Notice that the value 2r − 1 can be written as

∑i=r/4−1
i=0

(
24 − 1

)
24·i Then, it

follows that we can write p− 2 as:
(
24 − 1

)
2r−4 +

(
24 − 1

)
2r−8 + · · ·+ (

24 − 2u − 1
)
24·v +(

24 − 1
)
24·v−4 + · · ·+ (

24 − 1
)
24 +

(
24 − 3

)
Looking at the coefficients of the powers of 24, we see that there are three: 24−1,
24 − 2u − 1, and 24 − 3. This ends the proof. �
Notice, that Theorems 1 and 2 suggest an improved algorithm to compute the
inverse of a non-zero element A ∈ GF (p). Algorithm 4 describes the new algo-
rithm.

Algorithm 4 Inversion Algorithm for Mersenne and Generalized-Mersenne
Primes

INPUT: A ∈ GF (p) with p = 2r − 1 (Mersenne) or
p = 2r − 2u24·v − 1 (Generalized-Mersenne prime
From Theorem 2)

e = (eses−1 . . . e1e0)b = p− 2, with b = 24 and 0 ≤ ei ≤ 24 − 1
OUTPUT: C = A−1 = Ae

01 Precomputation
02 if p = 2r − 1
02 A13 = A13

03 A15 = A15

04 if p = 2r − 2u · 24·v − 1
05 A24−2u−1 = A24−2u−1

06 A13 = A13

07 A15 = A15

08 A = 1
09 for i = s down to 0
10 A = A24

11 A = A ·Aei

12 endfor
13 C = A
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5.5 A Word about the Security of a 128-bit EC Implementation

In recent work, Lenstra and Verheul show that under particular assumptions,
952-bit RSA and DSS systems may be considered to be of equivalent security to
132-bit ECC systems [21]. The authors further argue that 132-bit ECC keys are
adequate for commercial security in the year 2000. This notion of commercial
security is based on the hypothesis that a 56-bit block cipher offered adequate
security in 1982 for commercial applications.

This estimate has more recently been confirmed by the breaking of the
ECC2K-108 challenge [15]. First, note that the field GF (2128 − 297 − 1) has
an order of about 2128. Breaking the Koblitz (or anomalous) curve cryptosystem
over GF (2108) required slightly more effort than a brute force attack against
DES. Hence, an ECC over a 128-bit field which does not use a subfield curve
is by a factor of

√
108 ·

√
220 ≈ 10000 harder to break than the ECC2K-108

challenge or DES. Thus, based on current knowledge of EC attacks, the system
proposed here is roughly security equivalent to a 69-bit block cipher. This im-
plies that an attack would require about 10000 times as much effort as breaking
DES. Note also that factoring the 512-bit RSA challenge took only about 2% of
the time required to break DES or the ECC2K-108 challenge. This implies that
an ECC over the proposed field GF (2128− 297− 1) offers far more security than
the 512-bit RSA system which has been popular, for example, for fielded smart
card applications. We would also like to point out that due to the shorter size
of the operands (128 bits vs. 160 bits) one could potentially attack a signature
scheme by trying to find collisions in the hash function. Nevertheless, we feel that
our selection of field order provides medium-term security which is sufficient for
many applications intended for the MSP430x33x family of microcontrollers.

6 Implementation and Results

6.1 Software Architecture

The EC arithmetic library for the MSP430x33x devices was designed with mod-
ularity in mind. Thus, the design consists of three levels as depicted in Figure 1.
Level 1 includes basic arithmetic functions such as addition, subtraction, multi-
plication, and squaring routines; modulo arithmetic functions such as modular
reduction for p = 2128 − 297 − 1, addition and subtraction modulo p, Mont-
gomery reduction; and other support routines such as memory copying and set-
ting routines, long number comparisons (>,<,=), and shift-right operations. It
is important to point out that many of the modular arithmetic routines were
optimized for the prime that we chose. Level 2 consists of macros. The assembly
language for the TI MSP430 allows the programmer to use macros which are
substituted by the compiler at compile time. This enables the programmer to
write the Level 3 routines in terms of the macros from Level 2, thus, making the
elliptic curve arithmetic routines independent of the chosen field. In the future,
this will allow us to change the underlying arithmetic without changing the top
level routines. It is important to point that this could have been accomplished
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Fig. 1. Library Architecture

by using functions in Level 2 but this would increase the overhead (5 cycles per
function call) which would impact negatively on the performance of our imple-
mentation. Finally, Level 3 routines included addition and doubling of elliptic
curve points and scalar point multiplication.

6.2 Timings

The critical functions of the elliptic curve library were timed using the MSP430
TI Simulator version 2.30. The code was compiled using the MSP430 TI Macro
Assembler version 1.08 and the MSP430 COFF TI Linker version 1.01. These
tools are all part of the TI MSP-EVK430S330 Evaluation Kit which includes
the PMS430E337HFD (UV EPROM) chip. Arithmetic is always assumed to be
for 128-bit long operands. The actual timings are calculated for two frequencies:
1 MHz which seems to be a commonly used frequency in applications and 3 MHz
which is close to the highest frequency that the MSP430 device can be clocked
at. Table 1 summarizes the timings corresponding to basic arithmetic operations.

Some of the times reported are exact times. These include the execution
times for multiplication and squaring Montgomery reduction. On the other hand,
the times reported for modular addition, modular subtraction, and inversion
modulo p = 2128 − 297 − 1 using the modified k-ary method were computed
by averaging out the worst and best times observed during the execution of
these routines. Modular addition and modular subtraction, for example, perform
the modular reduction by subtracting p from the intermediate result. In some
cases, one can obtain the final result with only one subtraction, other times two
subtractions are necessary. Best and worst case timings correspond to one or
two subtractions performed in the reduction step, respectively. The remaining
timings in Table 1 are the result of performing several computations with a
given routine (Montgomery reduction, Montgomery exponentiation, etc.) and
then averaging over the total number of operations performed. Finally, notice
that the timings do not include the loading of the operands onto the registers
where the routines expect their inputs. However, this operation can at most take
6 cycles for routines with 3 operands, so its impact on the overall performance
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Table 1. Timings for basic arithmetic operations with 128-bit long operands.

Arithmetic Average Timing Average Timing
Operation @ 1 MHz(usec) @ 3 MHz(usec)
addition modulo p = 2128 − 297 − 1 164 55
subtraction modulo p = 2128 − 297 − 1 156 52
multiplication 1425 475
squaring 998 333
reduction modulo p = 2128 − 297 − 1 343 114
Montgomery reduction 1626 542
inversion modulo p = 2128 − 297 − 1 235.9 msec 78.6 msec
via modified k-ary method.

of an elliptic curve operation is negligible. Table 2 presents the timings for the
elliptic curve operations. The point doubling timings depend on whether the
coefficient a of the elliptic curve is equal to p − 3 or not. So both timings have
been included. The longer timing corresponds to the case a �= p − 3. The point
addition timings depend on whether the Z coordinate of the second point is equal
to 1 or not. If it is equal to one then the number of operations is smaller and,
thus, the addition operation takes less time. In this case we have also included
both timings. The fulladd operation (a wrapper routine that can perform both
point addition and point doubling) if used only for adding (P0 �= P1) takes
less time than when a doubling (P0 = P1) is performed. The reason for this
is that fulladd first performs an add and if the output is P0 + P1 = (0, 0, 0)
(which is not a point on the elliptic curve but rather a pointer indicating that
the doubling routine must be used), it performs a point doubling. Only timings
for the case P0 �= P1 are included. It is important to point out that this is the
case of most relevance in practice since one can always make the Z coordinate
of the second operand equal to 1. In fact, it should not occur that we perform a
double with a fulladd when implementing point multiplication using the binary,
k-ary, sliding window, or addition-subtraction algorithms since the point G is
usually of prime order and in general the multiplier is chosen to be less than
the order of G. In all cases, it makes no sense to average the two values because
the timings correspond to situations which will not occur at the same time or
in the same implementation. For example, one either chooses a curve with the a
coefficient equal to p− 3 or one does not. Finally, the timings for 128-bit point
multiplication were computed using a 128-bit long exponent.

7 Conclusions

In this contribution, we have described a practical implementation of an EC cryp-
tosystem over a prime field, where the prime is a Generalized-Mersenne prime,
on the TI MSP430x33x family of low-cost and low-power microprocessors. We
show how the special form of the Generalized-Mersenne prime can be used to
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Table 2. Timings for elliptic curve operations assuming a 128-bit base field.

Elliptic Curve Average Timing Average Timing
Operation @ 1 MHz (msec) @ 3 MHz (msec)
point doubling a = p− 3 15.1 5.0
point doubling a �= p− 3 17.7 5.9
point addition Z = 1 20.7 6.9
point addition Z �= 1 29.1 9.6
point fulladd (P0 �= P1) Z = 1 21.1 7.0
point fulladd (P0 �= P1) Z �= 1 29.5 9.8
point subtraction (P0 �= P1) Z = 1 21.2 7.2
point multiplication using the binary 3.4 sec 1.1 sec
method of exponentiation (a = p− 3)
point multiplication using the binary 3.8 sec 1.3 sec
method of exponentiation (a �= p− 3)

implement a new inversion algorithm, based on Fermat’s Little theorem and the
k-ary method for exponentiation, which minimizes the number of precomputed
values, thus, also minimizing the memory requirements of the inversion opera-
tion. We would like to point out that even though k = 4 minimizes (15), this
value might not be the optimum for our algorithm. Since we only required two
(or three) precomputed values it is possible to increase the size of k, thus making
the algorithm more efficient. In fact, it is easy to verify that a value of k = 16 will
reduce in half the number of multiplications required to perform the inversion.

In addition, we tailor the field arithmetic algorithms to the processor archi-
tecture to achieve acceptable timings for a scalar point multiplication. Running
at 1 MHz we can perform a 128-bit random point multiplication in 3.4 sec using
projective coordinates (this time includes transforming back to affine coordi-
nates) using the binary method for exponentiation. Notice that these timings
can be further improved by using addition-subtraction methods. Finally, it is
possible to dramatically reduce the time required for a point multiplication if
the point is known ahead of time, like in the ECDSA signature generation op-
eration. This can be accomplished by using precomputation methods. However,
these methods require additional memory which in embedded systems is not
always freely available.
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